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proportional to the length of the normal intercepted between P and the principal plane perpendicular to the axis of revolution. If the boundary of the ellipsoid is itself a level surface and the angular velocity is small, prove by comparing this result with Clairaut's formula for gravity that e=5m/4.
By adding to the value of V in Art. 212 the terms due to the centrifugal forces, viz. o?2(#2+?/2), we see at once that the level surfaces are similar ellipsoids. By Art. 46, the force at any point P on a given level surface is inversely proportional to the distance dp between two neighbouring level surfaces. In our case dp is proportional to p (Art. 195) and therefore inversely proportional to the length of the normal. For points on the axis of rotation but on different level surfaces, the force is Cpz, (Art. 213).
312.    Ex.   Let the earth be a solid heterogeneous nearly spherical nucleus completely covered by a homogeneous ocean.   If the system is made to rotate, with equal angular velocities, about the principal axes at the centre of gravity of the nucleus in succession, the ocean will assume three different forms.   Prove that the mean of the three radii vectores in any given direction is the same as'the radius vector of the ocean when supposed to be hi equilibrium on the nucleus without rotation.
Let r=a(l + Swn), /=& (l + Sun) be the equations of the surfaces of the nucleus and ocean as in Art. 304. Then since the nucleus and the mass of the ocean are given, a,, & and un are known and we have to find vn. The potential of a homogeneous mass of fluid extending from the centre to the surface of the ocean is given in (3) of Art. 297. The potential of the excess of the nucleus above that of an equal volume of fluid, and the potential of the centrifugal forces are given in Art. 304. The sum of these three potentials is constant along the surface. By equating to zero the sum of functions of the same order, we notice that vn is independent of w except when n=2. We find that v2=Z2+A (^ - cos2 6) where Z% is independent of a;, and A is a multiple of w. Since the sum of the squares of the direction cosines of a radius vector is unity, the mean of the three values of v.2 is independent of w.
313.    Ex.    Let the earth consist of a spheroidal homogeneous fluid nucleus surrounded by a consolidated crust whose external surface is also a spheroid, the two spheroids being level surfaces of the attractions and centrifugal forces.   If e', e be the ellipticities; a', a the mean radii of the inner and outer spheroids; p', p the densities of the two substances, prove that
where the mean density A is given by the last equation. The whole mass is supposed to rotate about a principal axis at the centre of gravity with a small angular velocity o>.
To obtain the first two equations we use the formulae (2) and (3) of Art. 297 to find the potentials of the two portions of the earth. The sum of these together with that of the centrifugal forces is constant along each spheroid.
In the case of the earth A = 2p, m = 1/289, e=l/300, and a = 395S miles. With these numbers the Rev. S. Haughton deduced from these equations that the thickness of the crust is 768 miles. Trans. Royal Irish Academy, 1851, vol. xxn. dated 1855. It is remarkable that the thickness should be so great. The Jirst
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